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Abstrat
We study a variant of the Cont-Bouhaud model whih utilizes the perolation approah of
multi-agent simulations of the stok market utuations. Here, instead of onsidering the
relative prie hange as the dierene of the total demand and total supply, we onsider the
relative prie hange to be proportional to the relative dierene of demand and supply
(the ratio of the dierene in total demand and total supply to the sum of the total demand
and total supply). We then study the probability distribution of the prie hanges.
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1 Introdution
Statistial physis ontains the methods for extrating the average properties of a maro-
sopi system (matter in bulk) from the mirosopi dynamis of the systems. It also gives
us preise knowledge of the utuations (above these averages) of these quantities [1℄. Sal-
ing laws, experimental or theoretial, have been of speial interests to physiists. Hene,
physiists are trying to employ these methods to study the utuations of the stok markets
(the study of whih began with the work of Louis Bahelier in 1900 [2℄) as well. With aess
to large sets of data from nanial markets, an extensive searh for suh saling laws has
begun reently [3℄. Flutuations over the average, say in some stok pries, are of immense
interest to the eonomists also. The nature of these utuations, whether random or oth-
erwise, are of extreme importane. Stigler [4℄ studied the market utuations by employing
Monte Carlo methods more than thirty years bak. The utuations are believed to follow a
Gaussian distribution for long time intervals. Mandelbrot [5℄ was rst to observe a lear de-
parture from Gaussian behaviour for these utuations for short time intervals. There have
been various explanations and desriptions for it, ranging from power laws, exponentials to
multi-fratal behaviour.
The perolation [6℄ approah of Cont and Bouhaud [7℄ is one of the simplest of the
numerous multi-agent simulations of the stok market utuations. Monte Carlo simula-
tions of the above model made at the perolation threshold, show power-law fat tails for
short time intervals and exponential trunation for longer time intervals. The model is also
onsistent with the weak orrelations between suessive hanges of prie and strong or-
relations between suessive values of hanges of prie. There has been various variants of
the Cont-Bouhaud model [8℄. Here, we study another variant of the Cont-Bouhaud model
where instead of onsidering the relative prie hange oming from the dierene of the total
demand and total supply, we onsider the relative prie hange to be proportional to the
relative dierene of demand and supply (i.e., the ratio of the dierene in demand and
supply to the sum of demand and supply).
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2 The model and results
We human beings are soial animals and hene like to stay together and are inuened by
others at all spheres of life. At most oasions, we form lusters, whih for simpliity, will
be onsidered as random. As in the ase of perolation theory of random graphs, the traders
are assumed to just form random lusters and share their opinions. The history of the prie
hanges and the limitations in the disposable apital of eah trader are ignored.
The original Cont-Bouhaud model [7℄ onsidered the mean-eld limit of innite-range
interations instead of the usual nearest-neighbour perolation on latties [6℄. In the variant
models [8℄, the sites of a d-dimensional lattie are randomly oupied with probability p and
empty with probability (1 − p) and the oupied nearest-neighbours form lusters. Eah
luster ontaining Nt traders deides randomly, to buy (with probability a), sell (also with
the same probability a), or to remain inative (with probability 1− 2a). So far, the relative
hange of the prie was onsidered to be proportional to the dierene between the total
demand and the total supply. Hene, for any time step ∆t, we rst nd the existing lusters
and the number ns of lusters, eah ontaining s traders. Then eah luster randomly
deides whether to buy, sell or remain inative with the above mentioned probabilities. The
parameter a is alled the ativity and the inrease in ativity is equivalent to the inrease in
the time unit, sine a is the fration of traders whih are ative per unit time. Thus small a
orrespond to small time intervals and large a (with the maximum of 0.5) orrespond to large
time intervals. Then, the relative prie hange for one time step is onsidered proportional
to the dierene of the total demand and total supply:
R(t) = lnP (t+∆t)− lnP (t) ∝
∑
s
nbuys s−
∑
s
nsells s (1)
where the onstant of proportionality is taken to be unity.
If we take one time step ∆t to be very small so that only one luster of traders an trade
during this time interval (the number of lusters trading in one time step N = aNt ∼ 1),
then the probability distribution P (R) is ompletely symmetri about zero (as in real stok
markets) and just follows the distribution ns of lusters. The distribution, right at p = pc
is ns ∝ 1/s
τ
with 2 < τ < 2.5 in two to innite dimensions [6℄. If the time step ∆t is
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large so that all the traders an trade in eah time step (N ∼ Nt), then the probability
distribution P (R) is loser to a Gaussian. When the time step is in the intermediate range
so that 1≪ N ≪ Nt the prie hanges are bell-shaped with power-law tails. This rossover
to Gaussian behaviour with the variation of a is observed in reality also [9℄.
In our model, the relative prie hange is proportional to the relative dierene of
demand and supply, i.e., the ratio of the dierene in demand and supply, and the grand
total of demand and supply:
R(t) = lnP (t+∆t)− lnP (t) ∝
(∑
s
nbuys s−
∑
s
nsells s
)
/
(∑
s
nbuys s+
∑
s
nsells s
)
(2)
where the onstant of proportionality is again taken to be unity.
Our omputer simulations rst distribute sites randomly on the square lattie of dimen-
sions L×L at the perolation threshold (p = pc = 0.592746) and then determine the lusters.
For eah time step ∆t, we allow eah luster to deide randomly whether to trade or remain
inative. The trading lusters then again randomly deide to buy or sell, and then equa-
tion (1) or equation (2) determine the relative prie hange. We average over many lattie
ongurations to nd the probability distribution P (R). Programs in C and FORTRAN,
based on the Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm in two dimensions (where we have onsidered site
perolation with free boundary onditions) are available from the author.
The histograms of prie hanges whih we get when the relative prie hanges are deter-
mined aording to equation (1) and those aording to equation (2) are shown in Fig. 1,
with pc = 0.592746. In the Cont-Bouhaud model, we also see a rossover from a power-law
to a bell-shaped behaviour (within the auray of the omputer simulations) for inrease
in ativity a (not shown in the gure) showing its similarity with real stok markets. In
this model, sine the magnitude of the relative prie hange always lies between zero and
unity, we observe a sharp ut-o in the histogram, unlike in real markets. Thus the original
Cont-Bouhaud model is superior to this model, in this respet.
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3 Disussions and Summary
We study a variant of the Cont-Bouhaud model: the relative prie hanges are dened
as the ratio of the dierene in demand and supply to the sum of demand and supply,
R(t) =
(∑
s n
buy
s s−
∑
s n
sell
s s
)
/
(∑
s n
buy
s s+
∑
s n
sell
s s
)
, where the onstant of proportionality
is taken to be unity. We also present some of the previous results of a variant of the Cont-
Bouhaud model for omparison. We observe a sharp ut-o in the histogram for this model,
unlike in real markets, whih shows that the original Cont-Bouhaud model is superior to
this model in this respet. This model too ould be made more realisti, e.g., inluding the
history of the prie hanges.
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Figure aptions
Fig. 1 : Histogram of relative prie hanges plotted in the linear-logarithmi sale, obtained
from omputer simulations made at the perolation threshold for 5000 square latties of size
1001× 1001, 1000 time intervals and ativity 0.01.
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Histogram of the relative price changes of new (lines) and old (dots) model
